
When I wrote Losing Confidence: Power, Politics and the

Crisis in Canadian Democracy, I outlined threats to democracy
in terms of low and declining voter turn-out, a loss of respect in
political discourse and a growing loss of understanding of how
Canadian Parliamentary democracy is supposed to work. But
even with those deep concerns, one year ago I would not have
thought we would need a pro-democracy movement in one of
the world’s most stable democracies. 

At the time I was writing the book, the low ebb of our
democracy was Stephen Harper’s decision to shut down
Parliament, after only a few weeks of a new session of
Parliament, to avoid a confidence vote he was sure to lose.

At that time, Salt Spring Island resident Ronald Wright
wrote: 

‘Eight years ago, Canadians watched in disbelief as the US
failed to carry out a recount in the election that installed
George W Bush.  We had reason to be proud of the
advantages of our parliamentary system.  Now Canada has
made an even more serious constitutional blunder, and it is
our turn to hang our heads in shame.

Modern parliamentary democracy rests on a single great
principle: The government must have the consent of the
governed.  This consent is delegated by the people to their
MPs.  The government must then be able to carry the
‘confidence’ of the House of Commons. Majority
governments rarely lose that confidence; minority
governments often do. When the government cannot carry
the House, it falls.

Suspending Parliament to dodge a vote the government
fears it will lose is so deeply undemocratic, it should never
have been mooted by politicians, the media or the
Governor General. The English Civil War was fought on
this very issue—after King Charles I shut down Parliament
when he found its restrictions uncongenial. The King lost
his head.

We no longer behead people in Canada, but Stephen
Harper’s coup d’état cannot be allowed to stand, not least
because of the precedent. Any future government can now
slip the leash of democracy in the same way. This is how
constitutions fail.’ 

December 8, 2008, Globe and Mail

After quoting Ron Wright’s concern about the dangerous
precedent that had just been set, I included these two damning
statements:

Constitutional law expert, Errol Mendes, of the University
of Ottawa warned, ‘This is a major constitutional precedent and
that worries me more than anything else…Any time the prime
minister wants to evade the confidence of the House, now he
can use this precedent to do so.’

Former Commissioner of Official Languages Keith Spicer
was blunter: ‘Finally the world pays a little attention to Canada.
And what does it see? Zimbabwe run by the Queen.’

Here we are, a little more than one year later, and Errol
Mendes’ prediction that the 2008 prorogation would serve to
allow any Prime Minister (in this case, the same Prime
Minister) to do it again has been fulfilled. As outrageous as the
2008 prorogation was, this time the excuses offered amount to
implausible trivialities.

The Prime Minister claims his bills are not moving through
the Senate. Well, they were, but he just shut down the House
and the Senate and all bills, good and bad, have to go back to
scratch and start over.

The Prime Minister claims he needs to ‘recalibrate’ his
response to the economy. Does a fully functioning democracy
interfere with Finance Canada crunching numbers?  

The Office of the Parliamentary Budget Officer does not
think so. Kevin Page believes all parliamentarians and all
Canadians need to continue receiving accurate information. In
his view, Mr Harper has created a ‘structural deficit.’

The choice to prorogue until the Olympics end is just
cynical.  Are we to be so bedazzled by the giant and expensive
circus that we forget about the climate crisis, the question of the
paper trail to the minister’s desk of torture allegations, the
growing threat to the pensions of Canadians?   

In a parliamentary democracy, the Prime Minister serves at
the pleasure of Parliament, not the other way around.  

Thank goodness, Canadians do care about democracy.  Mr
Harper announced his decision to suspend Parliament on New
Years Eve in hopes that Canadians were not paying attention
and would not care if they were. It seems Canadians were
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paying attention and do care. The Conservatives have dropped
in the polls.  Canadians are joining Pro-Democracy face book
groups and planning Pro-Democracy rallies for January 23, the
Saturday before Parliament was supposed to have resumed on
January 25. While not yet a Parliamentarian, as party leader, I
will be in Ottawa on the 23rd for the rally in front of the closed
doors of Parliament. On January 25, the day Parliament was to
have resumed, I will table the Green Party plan to get out of the
structural deficit created by Mr Harper’s flawed approach to the
economy. 

Regardless of your personal political affiliation, or lack of
one, please do take the time to get engaged in the pro-
democracy movement that is sweeping Canada. Maybe, just
maybe, the pendulum has finally reached the outer limits of
autocratic rule and will swing back towards meaningful

democratic engagement and respectful politics. 0
Elizabeth May, OC, is the author of Losing Confidence—

Power, Politics and the Crisis in Canadian Democracy

(McClelland and Stewart, 2009) and is the federal leader of

the Green Party of Canada.  She lives in Sidney, BC.
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